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1) download the vmxnet-nic-injects.tar.gz from this link or
the link 2) download the vmxnet-tulip.gz from this link 3)
uncompress the files 4) run vmware-injector-tar.sh 5) run
vmware-injector-inject.pl and enter the esxi 6.0 iso file as
the input. select the vmxnet2-fully virtualized microsoft

virtual network adapter and the microsoft virtual network
adapter and click inject. i am running 6.0 as a vm for esxi
6.0 training and noticed i could only see a few of my gen 2
machines in the network view of the esxi 6.0 host (none of
the legacy network adapter drivers were active). i can see
them in esxi 5.5 and i can ping them, i can even see them
in the gui and the web interface of the esxi host. i tried the

same thing with 6.0 and noticed that only the few gen 1
vms i have can see or communicate with the esxi host

(obviously). none of the gen 2 machines can see or
communicate and i have tried many different settings in the

advanced config to no avail. has anyone found a fix or
workaround for this i am not attempting to set this up for

production work (obviousl) but would like to use it for
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training. the problem is, while i need to train on vmware
based products, my entire virtual environment is hyper-v.
none of the training vms is gen 1 (of course) so if anyone
knows of a workaround or solution to this issue i would be

grateful. the biggest problem i ran into when trying to
install esxi onto hyper-v was that the esxi kernel doesnt

come with drivers for the microsoft virtual network adapter
or the microsoft legacy network adapter (emulates a

decchip 21140). so youll need to inject these drivers into
the vmware esxi 6.0 iso. luckily there is a script available

and the appropriate drivers decchip 21140 (called net-tulip
for some reason) that makes this process a breeze:
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if you have an intel nuc, you can use the intel virtual nic
(vfio) driver that ships with esxi. to load the driver, simply

open the host client configuration dialog and select the host
client tab. in the advanced section, the virtual network

adapter (vfio) option is used to load the driver. once loaded,
the intel virtual nics should work out of the box and should
provide 2 network interfaces, 1 for internal use, the other

for external use. this should be the easiest way to get your
nics working on esxi 6.5. if you have an intel nuc, you can
use the intel virtual nic (vfio) driver that ships with esxi. to
load the driver, simply open the host client configuration

dialog and select the host client tab. in the advanced
section, the virtual network adapter (vfio) option is used to
load the driver. once loaded, the intel virtual nics should

work out of the box and should provide 2 network
interfaces, 1 for internal use, the other for external use. i

used a 7th gen nuc with esxi 6.5u1. it was previously
attached with a sg-vusb0 vmkernel driver. on the attached

nic in the vsphere web client, i selected the vmware
adapted driver and attached it to vusb0. by default i got a
message saying that i had to reboot the system. on power

up i saw the message for a second and the system rebooted
automatically. it was working without a problem after that.

the rest of the configuration is standard with a dvs and
vsphere ha enabled. i have no problems. i had this issue on
a nested esxi 6.5 host, where i upgraded from v6.0 to 6.5.
upgrading from 6.5 was a nightmare. i had to do it twice.
the first time was a disaster. after the upgrade, the esxi
host became unable to power off. it had a loop of events
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where it would power on and then power off again. i had to
remove the host from the inventory and then re-add it and
tell it to update the inventory. once that was complete, the

host was able to power off without issue. once it was
powered off, the host appeared to be in the "checking for
power off" state. if you run the power off command, the

host would power off and go into the "checking for power
off" state, but never power off and be turned off. it would
just sit there in the "checking for power off" state. i didn't
have a chance to poke around in the logs to see if i could

determine the issue. but once i re-added the host and
updated the inventory, it worked like a charm. the only

issue was that once i power on the host, it was unable to
get the network adapter to connect. if i remove and re-add
the host, it will connect fine. i'll try your suggested method

and see if that resolves the issue. 5ec8ef588b
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